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Abstract 

 

In this paper, we predict the reviews of people on social media like twitter and facebook to know the topic’s 

impact. For eg: how many positive and negative reviews found on jallikattu as state wise. Now a days present 

industries and some survey companies are mainly taking decisions by data obtained from web. As we see 

WWW is a rich collection of data that is mainly in the form of unstructured data from which we can do 

analysis on those data which is collected on some situation or on a particular thing. 

Simply this review predictor collects all the tweets and facebook posts based on the keyword which is in 

unstructured format. We need to make it structured by using hadoop, php Search api for twitter and Graph api 

for facebook posts 
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1. Introduction 
Humans are subjective creatures and opinions are important. Being able to interact with people on that level 

has many advantages for information systems. Comparatively few categories (positive/negative, 3 stars, etc) 

compared to text categorization Crosses domains, topics, and users Categories not independent (opposing or 

regression-like) Characteristics of answers to opinion- based questions are different from fact- based questions, 

so opinion-based information extraction differs from trad information extraction. 

Some of the challenges in Sentiment Analysis are: People express opinions in complex ways, in opinion texts, 

lexical content alone can be misleading. Another challenge can be in the form of Intra-textual and sub-

sentential reversals, negation, topic change common. Humans tend to express a lot of remarks in the form of 

sarcasm, irony, implication, etc. which is very difficult to interpret. For Example- “How can someone sit 

through the movie” is extremely negative sentiment yet contains no negative lexographic word. Even if a 

opinion word is present in the text, their can be cases where a opinion word that is considered to be positive in 

one situation may be considered negative in another situation. People can be contradictory in their statements. 

Most reviews will have both positive and negative comments, which is somewhat manageable by analyzing 
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sentences one at a time. However, in the more informal medium like twitter or blogs(Social media), the more 

likely people are to combine different opinions in the same sentence which is easy for a human to understand, 

but more difficult for a computer to parse. Sometimes even other people have difficulty understanding what 

someone thought based on a short piece of text because it lacks context. A good example would be “The laptop 

is good but I would prefer, the operating system which I was using”. 

There is a huge demand of sentiment analysis. Before buying any product its a practice now, to review its 

rating as rated by other persons who are using it. Online advice and recommendations the data reveals is not 

the only reason behind the buzz in this area. There are other reasons like the company wants to know “How 

Successful was their last campaign or product launch” based upon the sentiments of the customers on social 

media. .Sentiment analysis concentrates on attitudes, whereas traditional text mining focuses on the analysis of 

facts. There are few main fields of research predominate in Sentiment analysis: sentiment classification, feature 

based Sentiment classification and opinion summarization. 

Apache's Hadoop framework has become synonymous with the big data movement and is it designed to 

become the dominant data management platform for us all. Present situation is people completely are 

expressing their thoughts through online blogs, discussion forms and also some online applications like 

Facebook, Twitter, etc.  

If we take Twitter as our example nearly 1TB of text data is generating within a week in the form of tweets. 

So, by this it is understand clearly how this Internet is changing the way of living and style of people. Among 

these tweets can be categorized by the hash value tags for which they are commenting and posting their tweets. 

So, now many companies and also the survey companies are using this for doing some analytics such that we 

can predict the success rate of their product or also we can show the different view from the data that we have 

collected for analysis. 

There are different ways to get Twitter data or any other online streaming data where they want to code lines of 

coding and that streaming process could not be a dynamic one to achieve this. That will not be a real-time. 

Coming to this paper we have achieved by this problem statement and solving u BIGDATA by using Php, 

Hadoop and its Eco Systems. And finally we have done sentiment analysis on the Twitter and facebook data 

that is stored in HDFS. So, here the data taken in real-time also we are getting data dynamically based on user 

needs. 

2.  Literature Review 

Numerous study has been done to determine and classify sentiment of tweets in twitter. Both supervised and 
unsupervised techniques are used. Supervised such as Naïve Bayes Algorithm[1].Some other papers shown an 

AAVN based sentiment analysis technique deploying linguistic analysis of adverbs, adjective, abstract npoun 

and categorized verb, the paper defines a setoff general axioms for opinion analysis to determine a functional 

value of the sentiment analysis[2].  In this paper Based on the supervised techniques such as Naïve bayes to 

detect its polarity[3].  In particular, analysis on online reviews has become a hot research field. Survey on latest 

development in analysis, and makes an in-depth. Introduction on its research and application in business [4]. 

 

Our day to day life has always been influence by what people think. Ideas and opinion of others have always 

affected our own opinion. Effective analysis is the computational treatment of opinions, sentiments and 

subjectivity of text [5]. In this review we take look at the various challenges and applications of analysis.  

  

There are different ways to get Twitter data or any other online streaming data where they want to code lines of 
coding to achieve this. Here the processing time taken is also very less compared to the previous methods 
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because Hadoop Map Reduce and Hive are the best methods to process large amount of data in a small time 

[6]. 

 

One fundamental problem in sentiment analysis is categorization of sentiment polarity [10,11-12]. Given a 

piece of written text, the problem is to categorize the text into one specific sentiment polarity, positive or 

negative (or neutral). Based on the scope of the text, there are three levels of sentiment polarity categorization, 

namely the document level, the sentence level, and the entity and aspect level [13]. The document level 

concerns whether a document, as a whole, expresses negative or positive sentiment, while the sentence level 
deals with each sentence’s sentiment categorization; The entity and aspect level then targets on what exactly 

people like or dislike from their opinions. 

 

Since reviews of much work on sentiment analysis have already been included in [13], in this section, we will 

only review some previous work, upon which our research is based on only the topic. 

 

Our day to day life has always been influence by what people think. Ideas and opinion of others have always 

affected our own opinion. Effective analysis is the computational treatment of opinions, sentiments and 

subjectivity of text [5]. In this review we take look at the various challenges and applications of analysis. There 

are different ways to get Twitter data or any other online streaming data where they want to code lines of 

coding to achieve this. Here the processing time taken is also very less compared to the previous methods 

because Hadoop Map Reduce and Hive are the best methods to process large amount of data in a small time 
[6]. 

 

3. Design Aspects 
As we have already discussed about some of the ways of getting data and also performing the sentiment 

analysis on those data. Here they are going to use some coding techniques for crawling the data from the 

twitter where they can extract the data from the Twitter web pages by using some code that may be written 

either in JAVA, Python or PHP etc. For those they are going to download the libraries that are provided by the 
twitter guys by using this they are crawling the data that we want particularly [7]. After getting raw data they 

will filter by using some old techniques and also they will find out the positive, negative and moderate words 

from the list of collected words in a text file. All these words should be collected by us to filter out or do some 

sentiment analysis on the filtered data [2] [8]. These words can be called as a dictionary set by which they will 

perform sentiment analysis. Also, after performing all these things and they want to store these in a database 

and coming to here they can use RDBMS [9] where they are having limitations in creating tables and also 

accessing the tables effectively. 

 

3.1 Existing System 
In Existing System we have size issues i.e In RDBMS, we have limitation for the records in the table. Then the 

execution time to get the results. Apart from this basic features, polarity detection is not done so that we here 

find the polarity of  each and every text. Here only twitter social media is handled. To increase more accuracy 

in the reviews we used one more social media such as facebook here. 

 

Here only one api twitterAPI is used[8]. But in our paper three api’s had been used to collect the appropriate 

user data based on the keyword search. 

 

Based on the existing system issues, the new system is proposed with certain modification to increase the 
efficiency and accuracy of the system. 
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Fig A: Architecture of Existing System 

 

 

 

3.2 Proposed System 
We want to overcome limitations in creating, accessing and maintaining  tables, here we use Big Data problem 

statement also we use Hadoop and its Ecosystems, for getting raw data from the Twitter and facebook  using 

php search api and graph api  as a json file then we store in the hdfs flume using Hadoop [2]. Then we process 

the json and separate the words by using pigjsonloader, after that we use the AFFIN dictionary to find its 

weight. For eg: “I like my home”. In this like is a positive word so here we give some +values to add  its 

sentence weight. Likewise if we found any negative words we will give some negative values to the sentence. 

In this way weightage calculated  for each tweets and facebook posts. 
 

3.3 Methodology 
STEP 1 : Invoking PHP code to get the twitter tweets and facebook posts . Here we use Twitter search API and 

TwitterAPI, Facebook Graph API to get the tweets and facebook posts as a json file.  

Why search API 

We want to select specific tweets (ie trending tweets such as big boss,jallikattu,methane scheme) by using 

keyword and on specific time and date. Eg: Since Jan 2016 to Feb 2016, how many tweets came for the 

specific keyword. 

But in Facebook, we could not download specific facebook post. PHP code will produce all our facebook page 

posts as a json. We again process the json using Jquery to get specific facebook post. 

STEP 2: Storing these json in a HDFS sink via flume 

What is Json and Why we have to use it here 

Json is JavaScript object Notation is a lightweight format that is used for data interchanging. In php, json file 

can be easily parsed for further process 

HDFS Sink: 

HDFS is a java-based file system that provides scalable and reliable data storage, and it was designed to span 

large clusters of commodity servers. This sink removes the event from the channel and puts into an external 

repository like HDFS via flume` 
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What is Flume 

Flume is a distributed, reliable, and available service for efficiently collecting, aggregating, and moving large 

amounts of streaming data into the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 

 

STEP 3: Here we going to use hive, to extract the id and text 

Why Hive 

It is a platform used to develop SQL type scripts It is same to a SQL but it is for big data operations ie for 

bigger size datas using HQL. 

 

STEP 4:  Process using AFFIN dictionary, then find the weightage to each and every tweets and posts. 

Weightage assigned will from 1 to 5. 

 

What is AFFIN dictionary 

AFINN is a list of English words rated for valence with an integer between minus five (negative) and plus five 

(positive).   

 

 

4. Figures and Explanations 
4.1 Figures 
In Figure 1, structure of the methodology is explained  then in Figure 2, the GUI window for php search is 

given. In Figure 3, the extracted json file is attached with the tweets and facebook posts. In Figure 4, we 

processed the each text of tweet and facebook post using Affin dictionary. In Fig 5,Result of the each text by 

each user based on their id. In Fig 6, we displayed the result as a reviews using Hive. 

 

  
Fig. 1  : Structure of Review Predictor 
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Fig 2: GUI Window for Sentiment analysis 

 

 

 
Fig 3: structure of json going to store in hdfs directory 
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Fig 4: Processed texts using affin 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Resultant display of weightage for each user id 
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Positive_reviews  20% 

Negative_reviews 70% 

Neutral_reviews    10% 

Fig 6: Result 

5. Future Scope 
The future of sentiment analysis lies in resolving the challenges faced and forming an effective sentiment 

analysis tools. The tool can scale and learn, once it has relevant data across various platforms. One has to make 

sure that the tool adapts through the changing needs of the brands across various time domains and for the 

years to come. One can generate a tool that adds various other sentiments in addition to the existing ones. Add 

wishes, caveats, comparisons and preferences to the existing sentiments. The tool must be able to identify false 

messages that are used to portray the brand in a positive way. These messages are computer generated. 

In future we can search by location wise and we can use multimodal sentimental analysis like processing text, 
processing images, processing videos and processing the smileys etc to get the further more accuracy in 

sentimental analysis. 

 

6. Conclusion 

There are different ways to get Twitter data or any other online streaming data and also they want to perform 

the analysis on the stored data which will be helpful for the application user. After creating an account on 

twitter developer, authentication keys (API key, API Secret key, Access token and Access token secret) are 
generated by twitter server. These keys are useful for authentication. The keyword to be searched for tweets is 

passed from application by using twitter API towards twitter server which will intern returns a set of recent 

tweets. Whatever data fetched from twitter server is raw data. Raw data has to be converted to original tweets 

by using Java script object notation.  

Based on the new Api’s list, we can add so many api to get the appropriate results and also we can include so 
many social media accounts to more prior reviews. 
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